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Abstract

A Monte Carlo study has been performed to investigate the

possibilities of observing and identifying a neutral Higgs boson

in the DELPHI detector using the reaction e+e~ • Z° -• H° t*' (.' .

Various methods for identifying the H° by i ts decay characteristics

as predicted by the Lund Monte Carlo have been considered.



1. INTRODUCTION

if I ho recent experimental indications of a top quark with a mass of about

40 GeV 11] are correct, all fundamental particles in the standard electroweak

theory [2) have been observed except the v , for which there exists

indirect evidence, and the Higgs boson (H°). It is therefore of great

importance to investigate? the possibilities of detecting the Higgs boson. (For

a review of the phenomenology of Higgs bosons in the standard model see (3|)

This paper considers the; detection of a neutral Higgs boson at the DELPHI

detector at LEP (4,51.

The reaction considered is

e' e •• Z° * H° t £'

where £ and £ are two ieptons (electrons or nuions) [6,7]. This reaction is

ex -cted to have a reasonable rate because of the strong coupling of the H°

« i • Z° in fig. 1. The method is to look for a peak in the m'ssing mass

<•! rum of the leptons. The experimental aspects in the case of electrons have

• t-i investigated earlier as far as the properties of the lepton pair are

i jt ;erned (8j .

: i is paper considers also the ntuon channel and the decay products of the

H° Once the peak in recoil mass is established the remaining problem is

to demonstrate that the recoiling system is indeed a Higgs boson. The

obvious way of doing this is to demonstrate the strong coupling to the

heaviest fundamental fermions available.

There is a background from Z° -» q q ' t £ X which is comparable

with the H° signal for Higgs boson masses around 35 GeV [8]. Above this

mass region the process e+ e •* Z° H° ; Z° •* £+ £ should be preferable

since Jt avoids the background from the Z° peak.

The method used was Monte-Carlo generation of events, adding measurement errors

and taking DELPHI particle identification into account. The DELPHI simulation

package LEPSIM 1.40/4 was used, incorporating the event, generator described in

[81 for the decay of the Z° into H° and the Lund Monte-Carlo JETSET 5.22

[9,10j for the hadron fragmentation.



2. RATES

Tn this section the expected rates are estimated in the standard model with

sin2© = 0.22 giving, to first order, M~ = 90 GeV. Consider first Z° production

and decay into fermion pairs. The coupling of the Z° to a fermion current is

given by the Lagrangian
1/2

where, in the standard model ,

vf 2i3 - 4Qsin
2Ow

af 2 I3

Here 1 is the third component of the weak isospin for the left handed

component of the fermion field and Q the fermion charge (in units of |e|).

(See [11] for a review of the theory of e e collisions in the Z°

region .) This gives the first order expression for the partial decay

width into a given fermion pair of negligible mass :

M3

r s nz» - ft) - — \ — c (V*f + a\) .
' 24 V2 rt F r l

peak is given by

9<Tni < vl + a|M vf + af>E i « e ; l 1

24 V2 rt
The cross section at the peak is given by

<T(eV - 7.o - ff) . —Bl.

9cr _
—fit- B(Z° - e e ) B(Z° -» ff)

a2

2
where cr - 4Jta7 / 3M7 i« the po in t l ike QF.D cross sec t ion . Summing

pt L
over fermion pairs gives

<T(eV - Z< > X) - —& Jg ' H
a2 E(v» + ai)

The values used for the quark masses In the simulation were m = 40 GeV,

m. - 5 GeV, in - 1.6 GeV , m -.5 GeV and m,, = m, - 0.325 GeV. For

the top quark the assumption of negligible mass obviously does not hold, and

the above formulae must be modified. The decay width T is suppressed by a

factor

[ l - 4m2
t/M

2
z ] [ 1 + 2m2

tF(sin20w) / M*z ^r =
r
t (" t=0)



relative to the massless case, where

F(x)
64 - 16

xx x + 2

[12|. Inserting the numerical values gives r - 0.175 . The effect of the

suppression on the above expressions is to replace v2 + a2 by r(v2 + a2),

giving

<T(eV~ - Z° - X) 5.7 • 10J (T = 61 nb ,

while the value without top suppression is 5.2 • 103 o' . This peak

cross section is decreased by about 30 X by radiative corrections, mainly

initial state bremsstrahiung [13,14], yielding the cross section

<y(e*e~ - Z° - X) - 43 nb

which was used for the overall normalisation. The differential decay width of

Z° into H° .t f is [6j

dr c£ M̂  (v* + a2)
— E 2 e *
év? 192 K3 f (n 2 - 1 + JA2)2 + A2]

where H M..+ ,,- / M-, is the relative mass of the lepton pair, jx = Mu /

that of the Higgs boson and A =-- F / M« the relative width of the Z°.

X is given by X(l,jm2.«2) = 1 + M"1 + >t4 * 2M 2 - 2v* - 2M 1» 2. The above

formula was integrated numerically for different boson masses (for an

analytical integration see [14]).

The decay widths of the H° into different fundamental fermions are [7]

F(H<> - ff) - F ,? H — | l - 4 — L |3/2 • n
4 V2 n L M2 J c

n
where m js the fermion mass and the colour factor n is 3 for quarks and 1

i c

for leptons. The table below shows the number of expected events, including

both muon and electron channels, for an integrated luminosity of 62 pb

corresponding to the generated background of Z° decays into heavy quarks. This
-2 1

corresponds to an effective run of 1700 hours at. a luminosity of 1OJ1 cm s

Because of the large t quark mass (40 GeV) the decay H° •* tt is not possible

for the boson masses considered.



Kxpected

H° mass

Z° -

H«

H° *

• H° t

' bb

• c c

H° * 8S

H° - -t •-

event

+ i

rates for

8

411

0

272

34

105

Table

different

12

263

145

78

8

32

1

Higgs boson

20

120

98

15

1

6

masses

30

47

40

5

0

2

(/Ldt =

40

17

14

2

0

1

62 pb l)

GeV

3. SIMULATION OF EVENTS IN THE DELPHI DETECTOR

Particle identification and momentum resolution were taken into account by

deciding which detector elements were hit. Two different methods were tried, a

simple model of straight tracks through a rough representation of the detector

as presented in the technical proposal [4| and a more complicated one

using the tracking facility of LEPSIM to take the magnetic field and multiple

scattering into account The effects of secondary interactions and decays were

neglected. The detector version used is the one in the DELPHI progress report,

([5], figs. 3.2.1, 5.3.1), but the earlier version was also tried. The

results of these three different procedures agree reasonably well, indicating

that the details of the detector geometry are quite insignificant.

The momentum resolution by deflection in the magnetic field was estimated front

fig 2.15.1 in [4], using the formulae given on the same page for interpolation.

This underestimates the errors in the 40° region. No errors were added to the

direction of the momentum.

In some cases the hadron calorimeter was assumed to be used for the momentum

determination. The resolution was taken from [4], table 2.13.1.

The different particles were treated as follows:



Electrons

Electrons hitting an electromagnetic calorimeter were considered identified,

and their energy measured with an error AE/E = 0.18/VE in the barrel

(HPC) and O.1O/VÉ in the end caps. ( When estimating the resolution in

recoil mass a further term AE/E = 0.02 was included.) Other electrons were

given the momentum error for magnetic field deflection. Electrons hitting a

RICH counter were assumed identified if their momentum was below 4 GeV [4].

Muons

Muon identification was not determined by tracking, but. was simulated randomly

using the geometrical detection efficiency as a function of muon momentum given

in [4], table 2.8.1. The electronic inefficiency of the muon chambers was not.

taken into account.

Charged kaons

Kaons hitting the RICH counters were considered identified in the momentum

ranges 2 5.3 GeV and 7.2 - 28 GeV. Kaons below 1 GeV were identified by

dE/dx if they hit the TPC. (The procedure for kaons, pions and protons is the

same as in [15] ).

Pions (charged)

These were considered identified if a RICH counter was hit and the momentum

was in one of the ranges 2-5.3, 7.2-9 or 14 -28 GeV or if the TPC was

hit and the momentum was below i GeV.

Protons

Protons were considered identified in the momentum ranges 2 - 9 and

14-50 GeV by the RICH counters and by the TPC below 2 GeV.

Gammas

All gammas hitting an electromagnetic calorimeter were considered identified

and their momentum measured with an error AE / E ~ 0.18/VÉ and O.JO/VÉ for

barrel and end cap respectively. Other gammas were given the error of the

hadronic calorimeter if this was hit, and were considered seen but not

identified. Gammas missing both calorimeters were assumed lost.



Neutrinos

Neutrinos were assumed to escape detection.

s
These were considered seen but not identified and were given the momenmm

error of the hadron calorimeter. Kj°:s missing the hadron etior imeter

were assumed lost

These were considered unidentified for momenta below 1 GeV and identified wii'n

50 % probability above 1 GeV if passing through the inner detector Thev wer-e

given the momentum error for a charged particle from curvature.

Others

Other particles passing the inner detector wore considered seen but ant

identified and given the momentum error from curvature if ( tun g<Mi N^utrii

particles with a lifetime less than 10 s and passing through the TF( wer

given an arbitrary momentum error of Ap/p - O.Olp . Other neutrals were Ri

the error from the hadron calorimeter if this was hit, otherwise they were

considered undetected.

Unidentified particles were assumed to be pions (charged) or kaons (neutrals)

in the subsequent analysis.

4. ANALYSIS

In order to improve the signal/background ratio a cut of 10 GeV in lepton

momentum was applied. A further cut in invariant mass of identified e+e

pairs of 0.6 GeV was used to eliminate electrons from Dalitz decays of rr° or

T\ . After these cuts the lepton pair (i* I') with the highest mass (if

any) was assumed to be the pair from the decay of the Z°. For A Higgs boson

mass of 40 GeV, this procedure selected the correct lepton pair in about 80 %

of the decays Z® - H° l+ t~. Events were also required to have more



than one seen particle recoiling against the lepton pair.

The width of the recoil mass peak for electrons is larger than in [8] due to

larger energy measurement errors. In calculating this width the electromagnetic

energy resolution used was AE/E - a/\fe + 0.02 where a - 0.18 for the HPC

and a = 0.10 for the forward calorimeter. Fig 2 shows a scatterplot of recoil

mass vs. lepton pair mass for MH =-- J2 and 40 GeV. Table 2 below shows the

spread (RMS) for a few different masses. For 12 GeV the width is reduced by

the requirement that the squared recoil mass be positive.

Recoil mass resolution

MH

AM (electrons)

AM (muonr)

12

4.

3.

6

7

Table

20

4.6

3.2

2

30

3.4

2.3

40

2.7

1.4

GeV

GeV

GeV

including the muons in the analysis is clearJy advantageous since the

statistics is increased by a factor of two and the mass resolution is better.

In analysing the H° decay a boost was performed to the recoil system of

the lepton pair, (i.e. the H° rest system). The sphericity tensor [16],

»ap r . ,a() 2 a p ,
T = 2- * & pi " PJ pi ̂  •

i
in this system was constructed and diagonalized to define the main event:

axis as the principal axis with the smallest eigenvalue. In the formula

above a and fl are space component indie

particle i (excluding the lepton pair).

above a and 0 are space component indices and p. is the momentum of

The seen particles recoiling against the lepton pair were then assigned to

two jets depending on their momentum component in the direction of the event

axis.



5. BACKGROUND

The principal background is from Z° -• q q -» i+ I" X, where q

denotes a heavy quark (t.b.c), and is strongly peaked towards high recoil

masses and low lepton pair masses. To simulate this background 750000 events,

corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 62 pb , were generated and

searched for lepton pairs in the same way as the H° events. Fig:s 3 and 4

show snatterplots of the background from Z° -» bb and Z° •• tt. respectively.

The total background is shown in fig. 5 together with the corresponding number

of H° events for MH = 12 GeV and MH - 40 GeV.

The background obtained in this way is larger than that in |8j. This is

due to the greater mass of the t quark used and the harder fragmentation in

the newer version of the Lund generator |. 10J.

There is also a background from Z° •* x x with one T decaying

leptonically and the other semi-leptonically, giving a Dalitz pair which

escapes the invariant mass cut because of mi si dent, ificatinn. This background

was simulated and found to be negligible : Out of 114612 Z° - T + T , 2101

events with recoil mass below 60 GeV survived both lepton energy- and

invariant mass cut. These events were almost exclusively due to leptonic

decays of both x and x , however, and none of them had more than one

seen particle recoiling against the lepton pair. It should be noled that a

hypothetical sequential lepton with a mass of a few tens of GeV would be a

more serious background source.

The third source considered is the undetected decay of a n or a K to give

a lepton. The number of ft:s or K:s above 10 GeV from the reaction

Z0-* q q, however, is only about 13 times the number of leptons and the

probability of an undetected ft decay simulating a muon decreases with

energy and is about 0.14 * at 10 GeV ( [4], table 2.8.3). There is also

the background from the triggering of an electromagnetic shower in the

calorimeter by a negative pion through the reaction n~ p •-» n° n The

cross section for this is about 50 jab for a 10 GeV ft , giving a

probability for an interaction in the first 3 radiation lengths of the



electromagnetic calorimeter of less than 0.1 % . These sources taken

together should therefore not contribute more than a few percent of the

background from semi-leptonic decays and Dalitz pairs and have been

neglected in the following.

The background is of importance both when finding the peak and when analysing

the decay products of the H°. In the regions where there is considerable

background, therefore, good resolution in missing mass is needed to minimize

the background under the peak.

in the 40 (5eV recoil mass region the background from Z° -* q q is reduced

by about 30 % by the cuts in iepton momentum and invariant mass of e e

pairs. It is possible to do better than this, however, by taking the event

geometry into consideration. For the background events the selected leptons

are part of the two quark jets and their momenta, therefore, are at small

angles to the main event axis. This is not true for genuine H° events. By

requiring this angle (in the recoil system) to be greater than 0.4 radians

for both selected leptons one reduces the background in the 40 GeV region

by about 80 % while retaining some 85 % of the signal, i.e. the

signal/background ratio is improved by a factor ~4. Because of the rapid

increase in the background as a function of recoil mass and the corresponding

steep fall of the H° production cross section this improvement does not imply

that significantly higher H° masses become accessible. Fig. 6 shows the

effect of this cut on both background and signal in fig 5. For masses around

40 GeV the signal/background ratio is about 1:2 even after the cut. The

presence of such a background would, even if the peak could be found, make

the identification of the H° through its decay very difficult.
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6. RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT HIGGS BOSON MASSES

It is the characteristic strong coupling of the H° to the Z° (~M ) which

makes the proposed reaction feasible, and the large event rate itself would be

a very strong indication that the recoiling object is indeed a Higgs boson. It

would also be of interest, however, to identify the H° through its decay by

demonstrating the large branching to the heaviest energetically available

fermions.

In doing this the alternative hypothesis used is of importance. A Higgs boson

should be quite easily distinguishable from an object with similar couplings

to all fermions because of the lack of decays into light ieptons. An object

decaying into hadrons only would be harder to distinguish from the H°, since

the problem of flavour tagging becomes more difficult in this case. Since

there are no theoretical expectations concerning the possible alternative

hypotheses, the case of an object coupling equally to ail quarks was chosen.

This hypothetical particle is in the following denoted X°.

The different couplings were simulated by selecting events in different

proportions from generated samples of H° decays into specific flavours. In

this way samples of 3000 events were obtained for different masses of the

H° (X°). Different variables expected to be sensitive to the mass of the

primary quarks in the decay of the H° (X°) were constructed for the two

cases. The results for the most promising methods are described below. Other

alternative hypotheses would give different results. The present study is not

meant to be exhaustive in this respect, merely to investigate the feasibility

of the various methods. It may be that che most advantageous procedure is to

combine several variables into some multi-dimensional analysis. For large

manses (*" 40 GeV) the discrimination power will be substantially reduced by

the contamination from background events.

Sphericity

The sphericity is defined as S - 3 X / (\ + \_ + Xq) where the

X:s are the eigenvalues of T^\ X^ beeing the smallest one. S assumes

values between zero and one. If the difference between the H° mass and twice

the mass of the heaviest available quark is small the decays of a Higgs boson
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wili be more spherical (larger sphericity) than in the case of an object with

similar coupling to all quarks. The sphericity distributions for K° and X°

events are shown in fig:s 7-8 and 9-10 for 12 and 40 GeV »asses respectively.

The table below shows the mean sphericity for H° and X° events together with

the RMS spread for H° events. It also shows the estimated true number of H°

events needed in order to obtain a 3-<T separation between the two mean values

as well as the corresponding integrated luminosity.

Table 3

Summary of results for H° identification using sphericity

<S>H
< s >x
RMS width

# events needed

/Ldt (pb1)

8

0.337

0.351

0.179

2100±1700

900±700

12

0.411

0.306

0.224

51+6

24±3

20

0.292

0.193

0.158

27±3

28±3

30

0.182

0.128

0.130

63±9

165±23

40 GeV

0.135

0.105

0.123

190±45

1370±330

The errors show the estimated uncertainty because of the limited statistics of

3000 events. As can be seen, S is a useful variable for boson masses not too

far above the bB threshold.

Number of leptons in the recoil system

Heavier quarks will give more charged leptons with a harder spectrum of p

with respect to the event axis. The mean number of identified leptons in the

recoil system, excluding electrons failing the invariant mass cut is shown in

the below table for H° and X° events respectively in the same way as the

mean sphericity in table ;•*. •

Table 4

Summary of results using the number of leptons in the recoil system

<vH
<Vx
RMS width

# events needed

/Ldt (pb"1)

8

0.19

0.05

0.42

105±19

45+8

12

0.40

0.12

0.60

53±7

25+3

20

0.52

0.16

0.67

37+4

38+4

30

0.60

0.18

0.72

33±3

87±9

40 GeV

0.61

0.21

0.73

36+4

260+30
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The discriminating power of this vriable, then, is comparable to that of

sphericity. It is stronger than sphericity for masses below or far above the

bb threshold.

Decay vertex

if the B-meson has a lifetime of the order of 10 s it may be possible

to observe its decay directly using the micro vertex detector. Tn this

case reconstructing the B seems feasible. Knowledge of the total charge

from a vertex with an identified lepton or kaon could be used to

distinguish quark flavour. To estimate the efficiency of these methods one

needs to simulate events in the micro vertex detector. We have not pursued

this further.

Kaons

Since the H° will decay into heavy quarks one would expect a larger yield

of kaons than for a "flavour democratic" process. The kaon production in

decays into bb, cc and ss, however, is about the same. There is

also a substantial K production in the fragmentation chain, also for light

quarks, which further obscures the effect.

For M 30 GeV the mean number of observed charged kaons is 0.90 and 0.83

for H° and X° events respectively. For other masses the results are similar,

rendering this variable of little use for discriminating between the two

cases.

Another possibility is to look at pairs of kaons and leptons in the same jet.

For cc there will be K£ pairs coming from the decay of the same D-meson,

while for bb events one will also have pairs where the lepton comes from the

decay of the B, giving a larger mass. In the first case the kaon and the

lepton will be of opposite sign while in the second the charge will be the

same. There will also be kaons produced in the fragmentation chain and

surviving Dalitz electrons, giving pairs of different charge combinations.

Because of the small yield of Ki pairs this method requires a large

integrated luminosity.
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Table 5 shows the mean number of Ki pairs as well as the mean value of their

invariant mass for M - 30 GeV. The numbers are based upon a total of

30000 events.
Table 5

Results for same jet K-i pairs for H = 30 GeV
_Jj

# pairs/event mean mass (GeV)

H° X° H° X°

same sign 0.137+0.004 0.039+0.001 1.74+0.02 1.63+0.02

opposite sign 0.103+0.003 0.039+0.001 1.34+0.02 1.25+0.02

It can be seen that the major difference lies in the number of pairs. This

difference is largely a consequence of the larger number of leptons in the H°

case. Using also the mean of the mass spectrum or the relative contribution of

different sign combinations would require ample statistics and the conclusion

must be that simply counting leptons is a more efficient method.

Multiplicity

The mean observed multiplicity is 3 to 5 less than the mean true multiplicity

due to detector inefficiency. Its distribution is shown in fig:s 11 and 12 for

a 30 GeV H° and X° respectively. The excess at low multiplicities in the H°

case is due to the decays into T X~. The presence of such an excess

together with the absence of decays into lighter leptons would be very strong

evidence for H° production. Table 6 shows the number of events at low

multiplicity ( <N ) for different masses out. of the total of 3000 generated
max

events. Also shown is the true number of events needed for a 3-<r separation

together with the corresponding integrated luminosity. It can be seen that the

method requires a substantial /Ldt .

Table 6

Results for H° identification using the number of low-multiplicity events

MH =
Nmax
# H° events

# X° events

# events needed

/Ldt (pb'1)

8

6

145

25

270±30

120±20

12

7

111

7

280±30

130±20

20

9

95

10

360*50

370±50

30

10

92

9

360+50

950+120

40 GeV

10

92

4

320±40

23201260
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Except for the low-multiplicity excess the H° decays tend to be of higher

multiplicity than those of the X°. Table 7 shows the results for mean

nultipiicity above the cut. This variable appears to be as useful as the

number of leptons but is expected to be more dependent on the fragmentation

model.

Table 7

Results for H° identification using mean multiplicity above cut

"H =
N .
m m

< N >H
<N>X

RMS width

# events needed

/Ldt

Invariant mass of

8

7

13.4

13.7

3.6

2200±1800

950±780

jet

12

8

20.0

17.3

6.1

45±5

21+3

20

10

25.6

21.6

6.6

31±3

32+3

30

11

28.7

24.8

7.2

38+4

102+11

40 GeV

11

31.1

27.2

7.8

45i6

340+44

It may be expected that a jet from a heavy primary quark would have a greater

invariant mass than one from a light quark. This is also Indicated by the

simulation results, but the effect is small. For the case of M = 8 GeV,
H

however, this variable may be used to discriminate because of the low masses

in the decay H° -» T + T" . The distributions for H° and X° decays

are shown in fig:s 13 and 14. The mean mass is 2.05 GeV and 2.36 GeV for the

H° and X° respectively, requiring some 100 events or /Ldt - 45 pb~ for a

3-<r separation. It should be possible to improve on this analysis by

considering the correlation between the two jets.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The studied reaction seems a feasible way of detecting and identifying a

neutral Higgs boson with a mass below some 40 GeV. The resolution in recoil

mass for the used version of the DELPHI detector is ** 3 - 5 GeV.

The most promising methods for identifying the H° through its decay are the

sphericity of the decay products in the H° rest system and the number of

leptons in the H° decay. These methods require an integrated luminosity in

the region -v 20 pb"1 to ~ 300 pb"1 .depending on the H° mass, for a 3-cr

separation between H° decay and the decay of a particle with equal couplings

to all quarks.

The characteristic decays of the H° into x x may be found as low

multiplicity events, given enough statistics (/Ldt ~ 500 pb ) and would,

together with the absence of H° -• e+e" , M+M~. constitute very strong

evidence for H° decay.

The dominating background comes from the reaction Z° -» qq - &*£~ X

and is strongly peaked at high recoil masses. Using various cuts to reduce

this background the signal/background ratio at M - 40 GeV is about 1:2 and
n

falls very steeply with increasing H° mass, making search for Higgs bosons

above this mass region unrealistic.
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10. FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Feynman diagram for the decay Z° -» H° £* C .

Fig. 2 Scatterplot of recoil mass vs. lepton pair mass for M = 12 GeV

and 40 GeV. As can be seen the mass resolution is better for larger

boson masses.

Fig. 3 Background from 3.9105 Z° -• bb events, corresponding to

/Ldt = 62 pb"1 .

Fig. 4 The background from Z° -» tt corresponding to the bb background

in fig 3. ( 0.53-10* events)

Fig. 5 The total background from Z° •* tt, bb, cc generated. Also

shown as triangles and squares are the corresponding Z° -» H° I I

events for 12 and 40 GeV boson mass respectively.

Fig. 6 The same as fig 5 after a cut of 0.4 rad on the angle between the

selected leptons and the event axis in the recoil system.

Fig. 7 Histogram of sphericity for 2395 decaying H°:s with a mass of 12 GeV.

Fig. 8 Same as fig 7 for 2443 decaying 12 GeV X°:s (equal couplings to

all quarks)

Fig. 9 Histogram of sphericity for 2394 decaying H°:s with M = 40 GeV
H

Fig. 10 Same as fig 9 for 2348 X° decays (M -= 40 GeV).
A

Fig. 11 Histogram of observed multiplicity for 2496 decaying H°:s with

MH = 30 GeV

Fig. 12 Same as fig 11 for 2495 X° decays (M = 30 GeV).
A

Fig. 13 Histogram of the invariant jet mass for 2086 H° decays with

MH = 8 GeV (4172 jets).

Fig. 14 The same as fig 13 for 2099 X° decays (M = 8 GeV)
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